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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF NORTH DAKOTA 

 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA  

 

vs.       CASE NO. 1:17-cr-00030-DLH 

 

JAMES WHITE 

SENTENCING MEMORANDUM  

 

To The Honorable Chief Judge Daniel L. Hovland: 

 Counsel Daphne Silverman files this Sentencing Memorandum on behalf of 

Defendant, James White, Sunjkawakanj Sica Mato Nunjpa,1.  

Arbitrary borders and Conflicting Loyalties 

This memorandum will address three topics from the perspective of the 

common threads that connect them – man’s creation of arbitrary borders and the 

challenge of reconciling conflicting loyalties in one’s heart with one’s actions within the 

context of those arbitrary borders.  

 
1. James “Bad Horse” White’s heritage 
2. James “Bad Horse” White’s life 
3. The water protectors 
 
 
 

                                                             
1 Bad Horse Two Bears – Two Bears is the defendant’s family name and Bad Horse is the honorary 
name given to him because he is the one to whom the tribe turns to train unruly horses. 
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1. James “Bad Horse” White’s heritage 
Tribal motto – “Wokicizeayustan, Wozupo” – “Quit war, plant the fields” 

 
James “Bad Horse” is the great (x3) grandson of Chief Two Bears. Chief Two 

Bears was Chief of the Hunk pa ti -Yanktoni when they were slain at Whitestone by 

U.S. Army General Alfred Sully on January 2, 1863. General Sully either falsely believed 

(or ignored the truth) that the Hunk pa ti Indians were part of a tribe that had previously 

engaged the U.S. Army. Exhibit 2. White immigrants label this tragedy a “battle” and 

Whitestone a “battlefield.”  Alberta Two Bears, James “Bad Horse” White’s mother, 

will tell you it was a buffalo hunting party that was in the wrong place at the wrong 

time. The Hunk pa ti Yanktoni Indians, not intending to go to a battle, were all slain.  

As the Court knows, Indians do not believe we own land, but rather that Mother 

Earth shares her bounty with us during our lifetime. This concept continues to lead to 

conflicts with White people who believe in borders. Indians drew no borders, nor did 

the buffalo.  Both buffalo and Indians hunting them roamed wild and free across the 

region. When General Sully came upon the hunting party, Chief Two Bears likely stood 

in front of his people trying to save them to no avail.  His inability to protect the people 

likely broke his heart as he died, and the spirit of his suffering passed down to his 

descendants. Chief Two Bear’s suffering weighs heavily on James “Bad Horse” White.    

A picture in the Whitestone “Battlefield” brochure on page 24 depicts James White’s 

mother unveiling a tiny commemorative plaque in memory of her deceased relatives. 
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Exhibit 2.2 Her four year old eyes show pride and suffering. Her stance reveals her 

strength, her open hands her honest compassion, all traits she passed to her son James 

“Bad Horse” White.   

Like his ancestors, James “Bad Horse” White does not understand the need to 

draw lines of borders or to control other residents of Mother Earth.  This ancestral 

memory of the massacre contributed to his anger as a young man. This memory 

restrains his ability to commit fully to the United States. But at the same time, standing 

tall in front of his mother’s home on the reservation is the United States flag.  His 

mother attended Indian schools happily and accepted the life of the reservation created 

by the white immigrants with peace in her heart.  As a result, James “Bad Horse” White 

feels the suffering of the inability of Chief Two Bears to protect his tribe from slaughter 

while in conflict seeing his mother’s joy of any life including reservation life and her 

accepting relationship with the United States citizens.  

 
2. James “Bad Horse” White’s life 
Indian schools, the United States Army and the Reservation 

 
James “Bad Horse” White is first and foremost a simple man who lives for simple 

pleasures in search of simple honor. James “Bad Horse” White’s family was poor in 

terms of money but rich in love.  As this Court knows, many of the Native Americans 

live in what qualifies in the White world as poverty.  In order to control the Natives, 

                                                             
2 A picture of a framed copy of this picture is also in Exhibit 1. This one was photographed by 
counsel from the framed picture in Alberta Two Bear’s home.  
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the White immigrants destroyed their nomadic way of life, restricting their lives to 

borders of reservations created by the White immigrants and assimilating them to White 

life by forcing them to leave what homes they had and go to boarding schools, Indian 

schools.  Taking them from their families so that families could not build into their 

children their culture but rather children were exposed to White culture with the 

expectation that the Indians would desire the white way of life and choose it over their 

Indian culture.  The schools were harsh on James “Bad Horse” White, places where he 

suffered verbal and physical abuse.  James “Bad Horse” felt he needed to accept the 

school’s abuse, because his parents were too poor to feed all of their children.  

The abuse enhanced the ancestral anger, leading to conflicts with authority which 

led to tribal charges.  But something from the school education resonated with James 

“Bad Horse” White.  He agreed with the visions of the European immigrants who left 

their homes to travel to this land seeking justice and equality.  He somehow 

distinguished the founding fathers’ establishment of the Constitution with its 

enunciation of inalienable rights from the constituents who murdered his ancestors.  Or 

rather part of him recognized a distinction, another part of him raged at the conciliatory 

part of him.  James “Bad Horse” White’s solution to the conflict within him was to join 

the US Army as a cavalry scout, see and explore the world, and seek to come to terms 

with his anger.  
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James “Bad Horse” White was stationed in German, near the Berlin Wall, a 

border within a city separating ideological views.3 The wall consisted of a guarded 

concrete barrier and a wide area known as the death strip. During this period over 

100,000 people attempted to escape with an estimated death toll ranging from 136 to 

200 or more. Id.  U.S. Army soldiers watched the death strip. The peace treaty prevented 

the Allies from intervening to help anyone attempting to escape until they completed 

crossing the death strip. No matter how close the person was to the Western Wall when 

shot, Westerners could not intervene for fear of triggering engaging fire from the East 

Berlin Border guards.   

U.S. soldiers watched people die, sometimes slowly, forbidden by this arbitrary 

border from helping or saving lives. This border enslaved people on one side and 

punished them because they wanted to choose a different life. This was another 

arbitrary border that James “Bad Horse” White did not understand.  James “Bad Horse” 

White watched a young person die. He has flashes of this incident during one of which 

he told undersigned counsel. James “Bad Horse” White has never forgiven himself for 

not saving this life. Like Chief Two Bears, he failed to protect.  Back at base camp, 

James White slit his wrists to punish himself for his failure. He was medivacked to the 

United States and spent months in U.S. Army hospitals. The U.S. Army knew it was a 

horrible mission, and provided him months of inpatient care and tried to get him to 

                                                             
3 The Berlin Wall divided Berlin physically and ideologically from 1961 to 1989. Berlin wall, Wikipedia.  
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remain in the military. But this he could not do, it was time to return to the reservation. 

He vowed to himself that he would never stand by and allow any person to harm or 

slay other people. Once home, he continued to struggle with his anger and depression. 

He is proud of his United States military service while also proud of his Native 

American heritage.  

On the reservation, James “Bad Horse” White found his role in the tribe, mostly 

working with youth on horses helping them develop confidence, courage and 

compassion, but also doing odd handyman jobs such as the irrigation project for Ron 

His Horses Thunder discussed in his letter. James “Bad Horse” White is well respected 

as an elder to the youth, a horse whisperer to the horses and a father. 

As a result of James “Bad Horse” White’s Post traumatic stress disorder that 

includes his lifetime suffering and ancestral suffering as well as a result of his 

Parkinson’s disease, counsel requests that the Court depart downward from the 

sentencing guidelines pursuant to the traditional downward departure of Diminished 

Capacity, 5K2.13. This downward departure is warranted if the (1) the defendant 

committed the offense while suffering from a significantly reduced mental capacity; and 

(2) the significantly reduced mental capacity contributed substantially to the 

commission of the offense.  James “Bad Horse” White suffers from a reduced mental 

capacity and the reduction contributed to the commission of the offense.  
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3. The water protectors 
Wakopa sai akicita – protector no fear 

 
“I feel James would not have been charged if it were not for the activist being 

there because he feels a strong responsibility to protect the People, American People, 

especially as a veteran who has taken the oath.”  Maya Tsho Jamal, letter from water 

protector.   Ms. Jamal speaks the truth. James “Bad Horse” White would not be charged 

but for the presence of the water protectors. He would have been home on the 

reservation running rodeos for children and helping people with handyman work. He 

was not engaged in the business of crime. But he accepts responsibility for breaking 

laws of the United States in this action and therefore is pleading guilty to this Court.  

   James “Bad Horse” White was honored by Standing Rock Tribe with the role of 

Acitita for the Water protector camps and show no fear when doing so. It was his 

responsibility to keep the peace, to maintain security, to keep people safe. From James 

“Bad Horse” White’s perspective, this responsibility was his chance to right the wrongs 

that struggled in his heart, to rectify his ancestors’ mistakes and his own mistakes.  It 

was his chance to protect people where his ancestor Chief Two Bears failed at 

Whitestone and where he had personally failed in Germany.  This responsibility placed 

him in conflict with North Dakota law enforcement who sided with the corporations. 

The hardest thing James “Bad Horse” White has done in his life was stand across the 

divide from law enforcement. He looked over there and saw people with whom he 

would have served in the Army.  He could not understand why they would not want to 
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protect the water.  He could not understand why they would target him for enforcing 

law in the camp.  Regardless of his lack of understanding of their position, he tried every 

day to talk with them, seeking to avoid any conflicts, and to deescalate any conflicts that 

arose.  

The water protectors arrived on Standing Rock in droves, drawn to the place 

because the tribe was standing alone against the corporate interests to protect Mother 

Earth.  The tribe could not dishonor the motives of the people by sending them away. 

The tribe accepted responsibility for caring for these people who had come from 

around the world to stand with Standing Rock to try to stop the pipeline from 

destroying the clean water.   

As the Court well knows, one group of the guests chose to confront the arbitrary 

borders that had been granted by treaty and yet not honored. That choice provided 

some fuel for law enforcement action, although truly the action remained unnecessary. 

The October 27 action was purportedly required to move the campers to one camp for 

winter, but the campers were in the process of moving, thus aggressive  law 

enforcement action was really unnecessary.  James “Bad Horse “White had told his 

elders to be patient it just took time to move an entire city.  Contrary to the violence 

brought by the corporations and local law enforcement, James “Bad Horse” White and 

the other chosen Acitita managed to keep crime to bare minimum far less than a city of 

comparable size or even larger size.   James “Bad Horse” White was in fact successfully 
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protecting those who arrived to exercise the very rights created by white forefathers, 

the very rights for which he fought in the US Army.   

By pleading guilty, James “Bad Horse” White is waiving and giving up very real 

defenses – necessity and defense of others.  James “Bad Horse” White’s conduct in 

protecting water protectors is described by them in their letters and is shown on video 

being sent to the Court by mail. Before the bridge, James “Bad Horse” White sings, 

dances, and prays.  He maintains an environment devoid of any weapons where water 

protectors protected each other with their voices and their bodies.   

James “Bad Horse” White is waiving and giving up the defense of necessity, the 

photographs in Exhibit 1 include is a picture of Baytown Texas, the armpit of our 

country.4 It is from disease such as cancer that the water protectors seek to protect 

everyone and every creature along the path of the toxins.  It is not a matter of if the 

pipe will leak and poison the water.  It is a matter of when, how often and how much 

it will leak and how many people will become sick. On November 17, 2017, 9700 barrels 

of oil from TransCanada Corp.’s Keystone pipeline leaked into farmland in South 

Dakota. “Keystone Pipeline Leak was Twice as Big as Previously Thought,” Smithsonian.com, 

April 9, 2018 by Brigit Katz. 

                                                             
4 Counsel was born in Baytown, Texas, under the smog of these toxins, the child of an Exxon 
chemical engineer. Counsel was raised mostly in Houston, a city of toxins created by the money 
from the oil industry.  Counsel now suffer from Stage IV breast cancer metastasized to every single 
bones. Two years ago, counsel was given three to five years to live.  The area has the highest 
incidence of childhood leukemia and the cancer stories are voluminous.  
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James “Bad Horse” White is waiving and giving up the defense of Defense of 

others. Throughout the conflict, law enforcement and corporate security became 

increasing violent.  Rubber bullets were fired upon James “Bad Horse” White and 

others frequently. They were placed in gun sites marked with red dots as a threat. On 

at least one occasion dogs were directed to savagely attack water protectors.  Water 

protectors were frequently pepper sprayed by corporate security and law enforcement. 

On the morning of October 27, shortly before the conduct subject of this indictment 

James “Bad Horse” White’s teenaged son, Jesse White, was shot off his horse with 4 

shots from non-lethal weapons – three hitting Jesse, one hitting his horse.  Jesse stood 

in the road on his horse, by himself bravely attempting to protect people praying in 

their tents. The picture of this law enforcement misconduct is in Exhibit 1.5 It is very 

clear in the picture that the officers could have walked around Jesse rather than shooting 

him off the horse.  This act alone reveals reason to believe that there was imminent risk 

that law enforcement would injure people. Add to these background acts, that law 

enforcement arrived at the bridge in front of the water protectors with a water cannon, 

bull dozer, and assault weapons. 

As a result of the victim (law enforcement and the corporations) misconduct, 

counsel requests that the Court depart downward for the traditional downward 

departure of victim’s conduct, 5K2.10. The conduct of law enforcement and corporate 

                                                             
5 If the government seeks to prosecute the officers who committed this offense, witnesses can be 
made available.  
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employees in shooting Jesse White off of his horse, in releasing dogs savagely on water 

protectors, in frequently shooting James “Bad Horse” White and others with rubber 

bullets, placing them in gun sites, and pepper spraying them is misconduct that 

significantly provoked the offense behavior and merits a downward departure for 

victim conduct.  

 
 
Conclusion 

 
In the end, it is clear that James “Bad Horse” White believes in contributing to 

the common good of all people, regardless of their race, home of origin or on what side 

of this water conflict they engaged. James “Bad Horse” White will continue to be 

confused by the arbitrary borders of man and will continue to address his internal 

conflict between his allegiance to the United States and his allegiance to his tribe, but 

“Bad Horse” White will plead guilty and accept responsibility for his conduct that 

violated United States law. He has no interest in or intent to ever again be involved with 

any political activism. He wishes to remain on the reservations working with youth and 

horses. The fair and reasonable sentence for his conduct is time served followed by a 

term of probation.  

 
 

WHEREFORE, PREMISES CONSIDERED, Defendant prays that the Court 

consider the matters discussed in this Sentencing Memorandum as well as the letters on 
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file and video submitted to the Court when determining the appropriate sentence in his 

case.  

       Respectfully Submitted, 

       James White/ Bad Horse 

        

       /s/ Daphne Silverman 

       Daphne Silverman 

       The Silverman Law Group 

       501 North IH-35 

       Austin, Texas 78702 

       Telephone:  512-485-3003 

       daphnesilverman@gmail.com 

    

 

 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

 This is to certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing Sentencing 

Memorandum was served upon all parties electronically through the CM/ECF system 

on November 29, 2018.  

       /s/ Daphne Silverman 

       Daphne Silverman 
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